
The AGS Range
 Euro Tilt & Turn Window



The AGS Euro Tilt & Turn Window
The AGS Euro Tilt & Turn Window is an ideal solution to common 

problems in residential and commercial applications, making it ideal 

in a multi-storey apartment or hotel complex.

The multi-point locking system also provides excellent structural 

performance making it suitable for use in high wind cyclonic areas.

Features and Benefi ts:
 Single and double glazed options (up to 27mm)

 Standard and high performance confi gurations using sub frame 

system

 European designed components and hardware for improved 

functionality and adjustability

 Multiple and adjustable locking points ensure structural integrity of 

the product is maintained even in high wind cyclonic areas

 Turn function is restricted using a key override for peace of mind in 

multi-storey applications

 Option for screening system integrated into frame

 Inward opening allows for ease of cleaning

 Operable with a single handle

Finishes Available:

Maximum Recommended Size
Height up to 2400mm 

Width up to 1300mm

Weight up to 80kg

Frame Size
Adapts to Commercial Framing

Maximum Product Performance
SLS (Pa) up to 4500Pa

ULS (Pa) up to 8000Pa

WATER (Pa) up to 700Pa

Maximum Acoustic Rating
Rw 38

C;CTR -1;-3

Glazing Details
Single Glazed 4mm - 10mm

Thick Glazed 11mm - 18mm

Double Glazed 19mm - 27mm

Compatible with
Euro Awning/Casement

400 Narrowline

419 Flushline

Engineered in Europe, the AGS Euro Tilt & Turn window is multi-functional. The tilt option opens the 

window inwards at the top, allowing it to be left open for ventilation whilst being safe from children 

climbing out and intruders entering. Once the key is inserted, a turn of the handle opens the window 

from the side, giving you the ability to direct airfl ow, clean windows safely from the inside and providing 

a quick escape in case of emergencies. 
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